Identification and Implications of the Social and Geographical Trends in the Proliferation of
Trump’s Tweets
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Abstract

criticize and excite, to condemn and praise, to
announce and influence. His tweets inspire news
articles, defame companies and move stock markets. Many people wonder if there is a method to
the madness.

Often, people study social media to prove the
existence of “bubbles” with the intrinsic implication that the bubbles on social media reflect
truths about life offline. In this paper, we present an empirical analysis to study the retweets
and replies in response to two categorizations
of Donald Trump’s tweets: spontaneous tweets
and prompted tweets. We set out to answer the
following question: How do influential Twitter
user Donald Trump’s spontaneous tweets proliferate in comparison to his prompted foreign
policy tweets? We studied three key metrics: infection, infection density, and geographical density. First, we found that initial faster growing
infection density does not necessarily reflect a
sharper takeoff in the tweet’s popularity. Secondly, density plots and analyses demonstrated
that users who engage with Trump’s prompted
foreign policy tweets are geographically sparser, but socially more connected than users who
engage with Trump’s spontaneous tweets. From
this we propose that social media bubbles do
not necessarily reflect real world clusters, but
instead are sometimes composed of geographically sparse communities.

Influence on Twitter

We were intrigued by the notion of influence on
social media networks like Twitter. The paper,
“Measuring User Influence in Twitter: The Million Follower Fallacy,” explicates the discrepancies between a person’s popularity on social
media (indicated by their indegree, or number
of followers) and a person’s influence (categorized by engagement in the form of retweets or
replies). As Trump is both popular and influential, we found the proliferation of his tweets to
be a very compelling topic.

Effects off Twitter

The are currently numerous studies of the external effects of Trump’s bizarre Twitter behavior.
Recently, by releasing a tweet defaming civil
rights icon John Lewis, Trump caused Lewis’ book to sell out. Moreover, there have been
studies of the effects of his mentions on stock
markets and viewer ratings. That being said,
the actual proliferation of his ideas within the
platform lacks transparency. Given the limiting
nature of this politically unconventional communication platform (Twitter), there is little to
no analysis regarding the propagation that lies in
its wake of Trump’s tweets. We have conducted
an empirical analysis with data from the Twitter API on the trends and trajectories of Trump’s
tweets moving into the New Year 2017.

Introduction and Motivation
Over the course of his campaign for office and
after, President-elect Donald Trump has embraced Twitter as his medium of choice to communicate with the public. Now arguably hailed
as the most notorious and avid user of Twitter,
Trump uses 140-character-long statements to
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Contagion Model

3) Small geographic clusters accounted for a
greater percentage of engagement with sensational tweets than they did for foreign policy
tweets. This indicates that geographically sparse
communities may in fact form very digitally and
socially connected networks online.

We thought of engagement with Trump’s tweets
as a sort of “virtual epidemic.” Inspired by the
SI and contagion models studied in class, we
were interested in examining the rate at which
Trump’s tweets “infect” the country and how
this varies across different content. We collected
extensive data from Twitter over a 3-week period and subsequently studied the proliferation of
several tweets with regard to infection, infection
density, and geographical density.

Data Collection and Storage
The entirety of our data was obtained from Twitter’s two public APIs, the REST API (https://
dev.twitter.com/rest/public) and the Streaming
API
(https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview). The REST API allows developers to look
up historical data and user profile information.
The Streaming API allows developers to collect
real-time data that could be viewed in a user’s
feed. Both APIs introduce unique constraints
that shaped the way we developed our project.
The REST API has restrictive rate-limiting in
place that allows most endpoints to only be accessed 15 times in 15 minutes and ensures only
small fractions of information about more popular users (such as returning at most 200 followers) are returned (https://dev.twitter.com/rest/
public/rate-limiting). These limitations made it
impossible to obtain useful data about Trump,
so we we were forced to use the Streaming API,
which gives developers access to a firehose of
data that can fill up a harddrive in seconds if
not careful. We continuously ran a script that
gathered all replies and retweets in response to
Trump tweets over the 3-week winter break.
When collecting and storing data, there
were two practical realities that we needed to
overcome: collecting data from the Streaming
API requires constant internet connection even
over Christmas break and multiple team members did not have any database language experience. Given these constraints, we thought it
would be best for multiple people to collect data
at the same time to lessen the chance of being
affected by an internet outage and to use Firebase (https://firebase.google.com/). Firebase
is accessible in the cloud so that everyone can
always view the data, and the Firebase client
completely abstracts database code into simple
Python.
Unfortunately, the technical consider-

Defining Proliferation Metrics
We defined 3 metrics inspired by models we
studied in class to assess and compare the propagation of Trump’s tweets.
i. Infection
Based off the SI model, we defined infection as
the # of responses (retweets + replies)/time.
(Chiang, section 8.2.4)
ii. Infection Density
Based off the node-flipping model, we defined
infection density as % of friends who have
responded (retweeted + replied) to a given
tweet/time.
(Chiang, section 8.2.3)
iii. Geographical Density
We defined geographical density as # of people
in small clusters that replied or retweeted /
total # of people that replied or retweeted.

Implications

Our analysis targeted 2 segments of Trump
tweets to which the country had dramatically
different responses: foreign policy tweets that
were prompted by real world occurences and
erratic tweets that were of a more spontaneous
nature. Our findings indicated:
1) Foreign policy tweets had consistently high
initial infection rates, while spontaneous tweets
were hit-or-miss.
2) Foreign policy tweets exhibit exclusively
lower rates of infection density growth than
spontaneous tweets, demonstrating that initial
infection rates and infection density rates may
operate independently of each other.
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ation that the amount of stored data can be astronomical because of its scope and speed rendered Firebase useless unless we were willing to
forego data or pay a sizable amount for storing
more data than offered by the free-tier. We decided to choose a free, local storage solution and
to mimic Firebase’s cloud accessibility features.
We settled on SQLite3 because it, combined with Github as well as Peewee (https://
github.com/coleifer/peewee), an object relational mapper (ORM) written in Python, allowed
us to replicate the benefits of Firebase without
suffering from any of the associated costs. Peewee solved the technical problem of having to
write pure SQL because we were able to rely on
it to abstract away any SQL. Peewee enabled us
to define our models declaratively in a Python
class-based form so that everyone could craft
necessarily complex queries in simple syntax.
Additionally, by using Github, we could constantly keep track of the most up-to-date database file, thereby emulating Firebase’s cloud
features and providing everyone easy access to
the database.
Local storage, with its much greater size,
fixed the technical consideration of storing a
large amount of data, but did not immediately
overcome all problems associated with speed of
data from the Streaming API. In order to effectively store the data, we had to simultaneously
capture data from the Streaming API and write
to the database. Since writing to a database and
capturing data from the Streaming API are both
blocking, they cannot be effectively run on the
same thread. While we thought we could simply
make another thread and write to the database
in that thread, we realized that traditional Python has a Global Interpreter Lock (http://www.
dabeaz.com/python/UnderstandingGIL.pdf),
which means that only one Python thread can
execute on a core at the same time. Therefore,
we used the multiprocessing module to write to
the database in a separate process that spawned
a separate thread on another core. Finally, to
ensure that we had enough cores to spawn new
threads, we buffered our data appropriately before writing to the database. See appendix for
additional code samples.
For each retweet or reply, we collected
the reply/retweet id, userid, location, time and

text of the reply for sentiment analysis.

Figure 1: SQL database storing replies to Trump tweets

Figure 2: SQL database storing Trump’s tweets

Limitations
Most of our limitations come from the data, or
lack thereof, that we were able to collect. Our
initial plan was to investigate the SIR and contagion models from class on a graph of Twitter
that we would construct. The feasibility of this
plan depended heavily on the capacity to construct graphs of Twitter’s network after reading
several research papers that investigated cascade dynamics on social media by constructing
follower-relationship graphs.
However, given Twitter’s new addition
of rate limits to the REST API and the lack of
metadata about users in the Streaming API, we
were forced to tailor our analysis to questions
that could be explored without constructing
large graphs of the Twitter population. When
the need for very small, niche graphs arose,
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we scraped data from Twitter to bypass rate
limits. This strategy was successful for obtaining certain static information, such as account
verification badges from user profiles. However, attempting to bypass some limits to collect
dynamic information proved difficult because
the relevant data loads asynchronously through
AJAX.

or retweets to many of Trump’s tweets. In order
to filter out undesirable locations, we geocoded
them by using the Google Maps Geocode API,
which has measures in place to discard fake locations.			
This seemed to be the most accurate
method, yet the most significant flaw was people tagging generic locations. The effects of this
flaw can be seen in the fact that every geographical graph has a massive cluster in the middle
of the US corresponding to the coordinates that
the Geocode API assigns to the location “USA”.
Additionally, the Geocode API only allows for
2,500 free calls each day, so we invested time
in creating multiple keys to bypass the limit as
much as we could and used sampling where bypassing would be infeasible.
It is important to note that while one
would expect these geographical generics to
skew the sample, we found in our tests that different density plots across the country were proportionate across random samples of different
sizes.

Figure 3: Connection with the Streaming API
(https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview)

In the future, we may be able to resolve
some of the difficulties of scraping when AJAX
is involved by using third-party packages like
Selenium that automate browsing. However, in
light trials we found that Twitter has put measures in place to thwart automated browsers that
can make AJAX requests. In situations where
our scraping did not suffice to circumvent API
constraints, we either relied on random sampling to cut down on necessary queries, or we
waited automatically, putting the program to
sleep upon reaching the rate limit, and ran the
scripts overnight.
In the collected data, we relied heavily
on the location of those who retweeted or replied to Trump’s tweets. Twitter’s Streaming
API provides location data of the geotag of
each tweet as well as location data that the user
filled out when first signing up for Twitter. In
practice, we found the geotag to be worthless
because the amount of people that geotag their
tweets is insignificant, since the feature is turned
off by default. Alternatively, relying on location
data from user profiles created inaccuracies because people could write anything they like or
nothing at all. At times, we additionlly had to
discard data because blank and fake addresses
such as “outerspace” comprised some replies

Initial Tweet Segmentation
It is no mystery that Trump’s tweets vary across
content, and we set out to study potential discrepancies in the propagation of tweets with different
motivations. We were prompted by initial tests
we ran that depicted contrasting national Twitter
sentiments. Contasts in sentiment and sentiment
intensity ultimately motivated us to further investigate our hypothesis that different tweet content leads to different trends in infection.

Sentiment Visualization

To analyze the sentiment of users that replied
to Trump’s statuses, we relied on the “Vader
Sentiment Analyzer” developed by Professors
C.J. Hutto and Eric Gilbert at Georgia Institute
of Technology (https://github.com/cjhutto/vaderSentiment). This sentiment analyzer has been
specifically trained on Twitter data and independently verified by the academic community.
It works by accepting a tweet as an input and
returning a float between -1 and 1 that represents
the tweet on a scale from negative to positive,
respectively. It returns values for negative sen5

timent, positive sentiment and compound sentiment. We chose to graph the compound value so
we could show the full spectrum of emotions.
We reverse geocoded the locations of
the replies to these tweets in our database using
the Google API. In order to create the visualizations, we used a D3 library for a hexbin map on
a d3.geo.albersUsa projection and adapted it to
fit our data set. We altered the code so it plotted
sentiment, rather than time, as it did in its initial
form. Using a python script, we created TSV’s

that contained the longitude, latitude and compound sentiment score. This serves as the input
for our javascript. See appendix for additional
code analysis.

Sentiment Analysis

We were interested in determining empirically
if Donald Trump’s followers reacted differently to certain tweets. The graphs below depicts a
visualization of the sentiments of replies to two
types of tweets.

Figure 4: Sentiment analysis visualization of replies to a prompted tweet

Figure 5: Sentiment analysis visualization of replies to a spontaneous tweet
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As you can see, one type of tweet creates
a very polarized map, of red, white and blue,
indicating negative, neutral and positive sentiment, respectively. The color of each hexbin indicated the median sentiment at that location.

each contain several tweets on which we have
comprehensive, uninterupted data.
1) The first type of tweet is a tweet that is somehow prompted by real world occurences. Within this category, we focused on foreign policy
tweets.

Prompted vs. Non-prompted

We can see that the country reacts differently
to different types of tweets from Trump. Therefore, we iterated through our local Twitter database and identified two categories buckets that

2) The second type of tweet is a spontaneous
one, that has no apparent substance or incentive
other than to arouse emotion.

Figure 6: Prompted foreign policy tweets

Figure 7: Erratic and spontaneous tweets
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In our paper, we continue to categorically distinguish these tweets and examine their proliferation in comparison of each other.

alignment of retweet and reply information for
given tweets in time buckets of flexible length
(e.g. 10 mins, half-hour), starting at the point of
the initial tweet publication, to enable the collection of total responses and facilitate comparative analysis between multiple tweets.
Observing that the marginal increase in
responses dropped off quickly, we elected to
analyze infection within a time frame encompassing the first 24 hours following a Trump status update. We found that tweets in the foreign
relations and spontaneous categories appeared
to show distinctive infection patterns; Trump’s
foreign relation tweets seemed to display stronger initial momentum, whereas the spontaneous
tweets sampled display an earlier drop-off.
To quantify this trend, we create a 90-percent taper point—the point in time at which 90
percent of responses from the first day are hit.
Sampling across half of our database for ease
of execution, the average 90-percent taper point
is 12.6 hours after the initial tweet. Below are
infection plots and taper points for four foreign
relations tweets and three spontaneous tweets,
selected based on the completeness of corresponding response information in the database.

Analysis and Findings
Infection

Foreign policy tweets had consistently high initial infection rates, unlike spontaneous tweets
which were more hit-or-miss, due to their erratic
nature.
In order to analyze infection density
as it pertains to Trump’s tweets, we must first
examine infection, which we represent as the
number of total responses over time for a given
tweet. For this analysis, we focus on a specific
subset of “prompted” tweets—those concerning
foreign relations—with the rationale that these
would be more concretely discernible and that
they appeared fairly often during the weeks we
were collecting data.
The pattern of infection for a given tweet
is represented using the number of total responses (sum of retweets and replies) over time. Obtaining these values required substantial data
processing and reconfiguration—primarily the

Figure 8: Infection plots and 90% taper points for foreign policy tweets
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Below are the plots of total responses,
retweets, and replies for foreign relations:

Figure 9: Infection plots and 90% taper points for spontaneous tweets

Several key insights can be derived from these
plots. The average amount of responses for the
spontaneous tweets was 54,365, while the average amount of responses for the foreign policy tweets was 28,535. However, this does not
inherently show a higher success rate of spontaneous subject matter, but rather inconsistency
and a hit-or-miss phenomenon, which is likely
due to the subjective and spontaneous nature of
this category. For example, in this 24-hour time
frame, NYE received over 160,000 responses,
whereas CNN only received around 9,000. Given its unique context, however, there is always
the possibility that NYE is an anomaly. The
foreign policy tweets, however, seemed to consistently receive responses within a narrower
range, all within at most 25,000 of each other.
Therefore, total response count may not be the
most telling metric of infection spread to observe. The relative rates of growth in these plots
may be more telling.
We find that the 90 percent taper points
of Trump’s foreign relations tweets are exclusively later than those of his spontaneous tweets,
meaning that more of the infection’s growth occurs in the beginning of the tweet’s lifespan in

foreign relations tweets. Furthermore, four of
four foreign relation examples taper off after
the aforementioned database average of 12.6
and two of three spontaneous examples taper off
before. These differential infection patterns do
not appear to be dependent on total number of
retweets or on time of day, as we have sampled
across these factors.
However, we find that the foreign-policy-related tweets featured a higher initial growth
rate. We quantified this early momentum by comparing the percentage of total responses a tweet
had received (out of the 24 hour time frame)
one hour after after the initial status update. One
hour after its release, a foreign-policy-related
tweet has on average reached around 34.4% of
its total infection count for the day. This number
is only 27.64% on average for spontaneous-type
tweets, reflecting the flatter initial takeoffs in infection growth in spontaneous tweets.

Infection Density

Intuitively, it is reasonable to expect that a faster-growing initial infection density would reflect
a sharper takeoff in the tweet’s popularity, and
vice versa. However, we found that the reverse
9

was true in the response patterns we sampled
from the policy and spontaneous tweets.
After examining the infection patterns
for our two categories of tweets in the general
population, we borrow from the idea of the contagion model and node-flipping model, looking
at local populations around users who respond
to given tweets. We calculate the percentage of
infection within these local populations, which
we call infection density.
Estimating the “infection density” within
the actively responding community at a certain
point in time is accomplished by calculating, for
a user who responds at that time, the proportion of his friends who have already responded.
(friends of a user describe accounts that he follows.)
Below, we estimate infection density
over the early lifespan of a tweet by sampling
10 random users who responded during each
hour and finding the average percentage of their
friends who had responded prior to them. Ideally, we would have liked to build a graph of
the users in our database, encompassing bidirectional following relationships, to prescribe some
node-flipping threshold, but we were unable to
bypass obstacles such as excessive network size
and user lookup quotas. Therefore, we attempt

to circumvent this limitation in this procedure,
capitalizing on random sampling.
For the following analysis, due to rate
limits and long running times, we constrain the
time frame in question to the first 12 hours of a
tweet’s life span and elected to use only certain
tweets from the earlier examples, based on the
completeness of their available response data
(There were occasional breaks in our data collection, and we aim to analyze response information over a continuous period of time). We
also deliberately created variation over certain
factors in our samples to avoid hidden bias in
our results; specifically, samples in each category included tweets with a range of different total
response magnitudes and times of day.
From foreign relations tweets, we selected Israel, North Korea, and Russia (Israel
tapers around half the number of total responses as North Korea; Israel occurred in early
morning EST, NK and Russia occurred in the
afternoon-evening EST). From “spontaneous”
tweets, we selected NYE and MAGA with similar rationale (140,000 and 30,000 total responses in the first day, respectively). The following
plots depict these infection density values within
the response communities of these tweets with
best-fit lines added in Matlab.

Figure 10: Infection density over time for foreign policy tweets (NK, Israel,
Russia) and spontaneous tweets (NYE, MAGA)
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In Figure 10, the infection density values all ranged from 0 to about 2.5%. We confirm
that any active individual’s infection density is
likely to be higher as time goes on, i.e. more of
his friends will have tweeted already, which is
logically justifiable.
A surprising pattern, however, is that
there was no apparent relationship between how
dense the response network was and the number
of total retweets. Most noticeably, despite having about five times the number of responses,
the infection density in communities responding
to NYE is consistently .5% to 1% lower than
MAGA, and lower than Russia and Israel (despite having about five to ten times the number
of responses) during most of its initial lifetime.
Overall, we do see categorical similarities in infection density growth. The former are all exclusively flatter—their infection density values
increase significantly slower than those of the
spontaneous tweets. In particular, Russia and

Israel exhibit extremely similar growth in infection density, despite a large disparity in number
of total responses and having been tweeted at
opposite times of day. This growth is significantly flatter than the growth of NYE and MAGA,
both spontaneous, which are also similar to each
other in rate of increase, corroborating our hypothesis for inherently differential infection patterns between foreign relations and spontaneous
tweets.
These relative slopes, however, present
what appears at first glance to be a paradox,
seeming to suggest an inverse relationship in
our data between the infection density growth
rate and early-on infection growth momentum.
Counterintuitively, NYE and MAGA, for which
general population infection exhibited slower initial momentum, as shown in the previous
section, display faster-growing infection density
during the same time period.

Figure 11: Infection density slopes for foreign policy tweets (NK, Israel, Russia) and spontaneous tweets (NYE, MAGA)
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We enumerate several possible explanations for these differential rates of growth in infection density. First, our infection metrics thus
far have not accounted for verified users, who
are often public figures, with disproportionate
influence over their local neighborhoods. If the
infection density is low but the infected users include more verified users, the stronger momentum on foreign policy tweets seems to present
less of a contradiction. It is also possible that
these verified accounts have more advantageous
positioning compared to each other in the network topology (Mung, p. 68). While previously
mentioned computation and infrastructure limitations make it difficult to shed light on the latter possibility, we attempted to shed light on the
former.
In order to examine the possibility of
disparate numbers of verified users across categories, we analyze the relative presence of verified users within the active response community
for a foreign relations tweet (NK) and a spontaneous tweet (MAGA), chosen for the similarity of their total response rates. To estimate
infection among verified users, we bucket all responses across the first twelve hours of a tweet’s
lifetime. For more feasible running times, we
randomly sample half of the users who have responded in each bucket, checking if they correspond to verified accounts. To avoid the Twitter
API’s user lookup quota, we built a web scraper to check each user’s profile for a verification
badge. (These profiles were obtained by substituting user IDs, already collected in the main
database, into a systematically constructed URL
of the form https://twitter.com/intent/user?user_id=USERID.)
We discovered, surprisingly, that there
appears to be no quota on these automatic HTTP
requests. Only two tweets were initially chosen
as we were still subject to limitations such as
web loading times while scraping using the
BeautifulSoup and urllib3 libraries in Python.
After running this script and scaling by sample
size, we found that an average of 1.20% of users
who responded to Trump’s foreign-relations-related tweet within the first hour were verified,
compared to 0.71% for the spontaneous tweet.
These findings could contribute to an explana-

tion of the paradox of slow infection density
vs. fast initial infection growth; perhaps despite
slower-growing infection density, an advantage
in the number of verified users contributes to
foreign policy tweets’ initial momentum.
Another possible elucidation of the paradox is that while their response networks are
increasing in infection density, spontaneous
tweets are actually spreading within existing
‘friends’ neighborhoods, which become increasingly more densely infected, while the slower-growing density of foreign policy tweets may
be a reflection of new local neighborhoods that
they are beginning to populate over time. In this
scenario, slower-growing density may not be
unintuitive in conjunction with sharper initial
infection growth at all.

Geographical Density

By studying the geographical density of follower engagement with Trump tweets, we set out to
determine discrepancies between the real world
clustering of foreign policy tweet engagement
and the clustering of spontaneous tweet engagement. We subsequently analyzed any correlation between infection density and geographical
density. We defined geographical density as the
ratio of number of people in small clusters that
replied or retweeted to the total number of people that replied or retweeted. When comparing
two tweets, the larger the value of the ratio, the
more sparse.
Our analysis indicated that users who
engage with foreign policy tweets are more
geographically sparse than those who engage
with the spontaneous tweets. For foreign policy
tweets, 60% of engagements came from small
geographic clusters, when we defined small
clusters as groups of 10 people or less. Meanwhile, for spontaneous tweets, there was a 12%
increase in the percentage of engagements from
small geographic clusters (again defined as 10
people or less). For both spontaneous and foreign policy tweets, we averaged values over all
tweets in each data set, to account for hidden
biases such as time of tweets.
An increased number of replies from
small clusters for spontaneous tweets is visible
in the following maps.
12

Figure 12: Foreign policy category time and geographical desnity plot

Figure 13: Spontaneous category time and geographical desnity plot
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Both are again plotted using the D3 hexbin visualization, this time plotting both time
and density. The size of each hexbin indicated
the number of replies from that one spot. The
color indicated the median time of replies in that
spot, with purple indicating an earlier reply and
blue indicating a later one. Each map plots 2,100
values, and thus represents the proportion of replies from different areas for the replies of each
tweet category.
We can see that in the spontaneous map,
there are fewer larger clusters and more small
ones. This is evident the midwest, northwest and
east coast. Further, in the foreign policy map,
there are more larger clusters in the northeast,
and the bins for California and Los Angeles
are larger than their counterparts in the spontaneousmap. Since each map is plotted with the
same number of values, fewer large bins on
the sensational map implies that there must be
more small bins. Therefore, users who engage
with Trump’s foreign policy tweets are more
geographically sparse. This raises the possibility that socially-connected tweeters may be geographically isolated.

Finally, we saw that small geographic
clusters were responsible for a greater percentage of engagement with sensational tweets than
with foreign policy tweets. Many studies over
the past few years have attempted to explain that
people live in bubbles, or echo chambers of similar sentiments. Often, people study social media to prove the existence of bubbles with the
implied idea that the bubbles on social media reflect truths about offline life. While bubbles are
a widely accepted phenomena in social media,
we think it is important to make a distinction between bubbles on social media and geographical, offline bubbles. Studying geographical density gave us an insight into the possibility that
geographically sparse communities can form
big bubbles on Twitter.

Future Considerations and
Explorations
While we investigated spontaneous and prompted categories of tweets, similar analysis could
be performed across other tweet categories and
they could potentially reveal insights. Furthermore, since our analysis was only focused on
the US, an international study may also indicate
some interesting findings. As a team, we feel that
the most interesting and generalizable insight
we experienced was that small clusters, that are
in no way clustered geographically, share the
same feelings and attitudes across the country
and could comprise bubbles on social media that
do not reflect bubbles offline. We think that this
idea could be particularly powerful in explaining bubbles that we constantly read about but often find not to exist in real life. We would like to
re-examine studies that make claims about bubbles without drawing distinctions between geographic and social media bubbles. Although it is
counterintuitive, geographic density and social
media density are not measures that necessarily
reflect each other.

Conclusion
Spurred by sentiment analysis, our paper studied retweets and replies in response to
two categorizations of Trump’s tweets: erratic,
spontaneous tweets and prompted foreign policy tweets. We studied three key metrics: infection, infection density, and geographical desnity
to better understand the proliferation of Trump’s
tweets across the Twitterverse. We found that
initial infection rates were consistently high for
foreign policy tweets and hit-or-miss for sensational tweets, reflecting their respective consistent and erratic content. However, foreign
policy exhibited lower rates of infection density
growth, indicating infection and infection density may operate independently.
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Appendix

Location

https://github.com/mihikakapoor/d3_twitter_visualization/blob/master/networks_visualization/trump_analysis.py

See all code for data collection, sentiment analysis, infection plots and infection density plots
here:
https://github.com/michaelperel/networks_
group_assignment
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